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the applications and tools bundled together in the platform give users the ability to discover,
transform, cleanse, enrich, integrate, deliver and govern data from databases, enterprise

applications, mainframe legacy files, text, xml message queues and big data structures, according to
the company. users can also integrate and cleanse data from disparate systems such as on-premises
and cloud sources, messaging systems, web services, proprietary systems and social media. the new
version of data integration hub 2.2 (formerly known as data integration hub with b2b) is the second

release of the software since its initial release in january. the main focus of the release was to
enhance its performance, product features and user experience. one of the highlights of the release

is a new flexible interface that supports many of the available third-party connectors, such as biztalk,
odbc, jdbc and odbc. the plug-in interface was built with java, spring framework and android. the

latest version of stitch data loader 6.3 features support for the migration of data from oracle
warehouse builder 11g to oracle database 12c. the software also includes a new batch control

operator that simplifies the management and use of data transformation jobs. another of talend's
recent releases is the company's data-driven integrated bi platform, talend data fabric. it is a set of

five products that work together to provide an all-in-one data management solution, data
governance solution, data quality, data profiling, data transformation and data integration suite. the
latest version of talend data fabric version 7.2 is a major release for the product, which now includes

new data quality, data profiling, data integration and data governance capabilities.
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the application runs in different data sources and allows users to load data from all major databases,
including oracle database 11g, sql server and mysql. it is also useful for data transformation, making

it suitable for both etl and data integration. it can be deployed in physical, virtual and cloud
environments. users have the option of choosing from free to paid editions. data direct connect
provides a data integration solution for oracle. the product supports both the standard oracle

database and the oracle cloud database. it is designed to load data from other platforms, including
cloud and mainframe. this product is designed to help organizations build quality, managed data
pipelines to transform data from various sources. it offers a drag-and-drop ui to map data from
relational database sources. it also features a built-in transformation engine. dell boomi data

integration is a product from dell boomi, a subsidiary of dell technologies. the company says its
product is designed to help organizations build quality, managed data pipelines to transform data
from various sources. it also offers a drag-and-drop ui and a built-in transformation engine. talend

offers tools for data extraction, transformation and loading to and from data sources, including
microsoft sql server, mysql, oracle, mongodb, csv, xml, and json. it can also perform data quality

checks, extract metadata from sql server, and transform data to conform to xsd, xslt, json, and other
formats. the tool's dashboard allows users to configure the data load job and manage the progress,
such as in the case of a web application that is collecting an xml document from a web service and

loading the data into sql server. 5ec8ef588b
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